
Obstacle 1: It never occurred to them
Solution: Decide to Dominate

What to do

Get grounded in the mindset: It's a daily thing

Understand the necessity to maintain focus

See the vision, know where you're going

Why?

Without a strong decision & reason, you won't do it

Without a vision, you have nothing to pursue

Without a plan for domination, you won't dominate

Obstacle 2:  They don’t know who they’re after
Solution:  Identify & select your markets and sub-markets

What to do

Decide which market(s) you'll approach initially

Identify the specific business you'll target, based on

Geography

Industry

Interest

Demographics

Etc.

Examples:

Businesses in my area with more than 100 employees

Cosmetic Dentists in the tri-state area

Home owners who live in 3 upscale local developments

Soccer moms within 100 miles

Why?

This forms the core of your domination plan

You have to know exactly who you're after

Breaking it down into manageable pieces makes it doable, 

even on a small budget.

Obstacle 3: They fail to establish meaningful 

contact with the decision maker.

Solution:  Choose your targets 

What to do
Identify the specific people you'll initiate contact with next

Gather their contact information

Why?
You can't proceed without it

It determines who you will actually sell to

Obstacle 4: Poor or ineffective communication
Solution:  Craft your communication/messaging

What to do

Determine what you'll say to your targeted prospects

Create bullet-points for you and your team

Gear your messages toward their need

Why?

Many businesses go in unprepared. They "wing it."

They are inconsistent from day to day or person to person

Your approach will be far more strategic so you can win

Obstacle 5: They fail to get attention
Solution:  Orchestrate memorable first contact

What to do

Identify/brainstorm the most powerful, positive first impression you can create

Initiate contact with the top buyers in your market

Execute flawlessly

Why?

Your first contact determines what they'll think of you 

(perhaps for the life of your business relationship.)

Thinking it through differentiates you immediately

You'll start off on the right foot

Obstacle 6: Their follow-up is terrible
Solution:  Master strategic follow-up & qualification

What to do

Understand the reason(s) for follow-up

Make it strategic, not just relentless.

Release poor quality prospects

Why?

Most of your competitors will be bad at this

You'll build your client base more proactively

You'll accelerate the sales cycle

Obstacle 7: They don’t know who’s where or what’s what
Solution:  Master Segmentation Strategy

What to do

Segment each prospect into one of 5 categories

Know/document where each person stands

Proceed based on segmentation

Why?

Different prospects are at different stages 

The wrong approach at the wrong time won't make the sale

We need to proceed based on the prospect's current stage of readiness

Obstacle 8: They’re spotty. The fail to remain visible.
Solution:  Maintain visibility with Drip Campaigns

What to do

Craft a simple series of communications that applies to a particular group

Brand new prospects

People in your pipeline who haven't ordered

Established clients

Determine your delivery mechanism

Stay present and top of mind without spending all your time doing it

Why?

You can never disappear from the market (it creates a void that can be filled by others.)

You have to be there when they're ready to buy (which could be at any time.)

Consistency creates credibility and comfort

Obstacle 9: They can’t do it all themselves
Solution:  Automate lead generation & follow-up

What to do

Use technology to generate leads 24/7, even while you sleep

Automate the sequences you created above 

Create consistent communication from prospect to prospect

Why?

You'll never do it alone

You can delegate to technology

You can engage people while you're doing other things

Obstacle 10: They can’t close the sale.
Solution:  Close like the wind

What to do

Identify your best closes

Document/bullet-point them

Practice them constantly

Why?

Nothing happens until a sale is made

Making the sale often requires closing

"Poor salespeople have skinny children"

Obstacle 11:They don’t know what’s working.
Solution:  Review your results

What to do

Evaluate the success & failures of each of your TMD efforts

Determine your Pluses and Deltas

Systematize Pluses, fix or eliminate Deltas

Why?

Perfecting your approach requires experimentation

If you don't evaluate the results, your experimentation is wasted.

Your biggest breakthroughs come from evaluating your successes and failures

Obstacle 12: They quit too soon.
Solution:  Identify opportunity & repeat

What to do

Consider your next opportunities, markets & sub-markets

Evaluate each based on what you learned from your most recent experience

Lay the groundwork for success by repeating what worked and eliminating what didn't

Why?

Market Domination is a process, not a one-time event

The purpose of each campaign is to learn, grow and expand

Each completed step lays the seeds for your next campaign
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